
 

A JUBILEE REFURBISHMENT AT 

 NEWTON-ON-THE-MOOR! 
 

It all started because the kitchen at The 

Jubilee Hall was in desperate need of a 

facelift.  Then I noticed that my neighbour 

had deposited her ‘old’, hardly used kitchen 

units on her drive!  These were then 

installed in the village hall – a huge 

improvement.  Spurred on by this, the 

Management Committee decided at the end 

of 2011 to apply for funding to refurbish 

the hall. 

 

The list of jobs was daunting: repaint inside 

and outside, install gas heating and hot 

water  

(a luxury), upgrade the toilets to provide 

facilities for the disabled, electrical re-

wire, insulate the roof space and provide 

access for the disabled.  A project sub-

committee was formed in order to assign 

responsibilities in obtaining quotes1.  Only 

then did we know that we needed £43,000 

and began applying to various organisations 

for funding2.  With Ivan Hewitt’s help, we 

managed to secure a grant of about 

£34,000 from the LEADER program (Coast 

and Lowlands).  (See report elsewhere on 

LEADER funding).  We also obtained £9,000 

from the Big Lottery Fund and additional 

funding totalling £6,000. 

Our village hall is a listed building, so in 

addition to applying for building control3 

approval we needed to apply for Listed 

Building Consent4.  This required drawings of 

the proposed internal and external layout, 

liaising with the Building Inspector3  and 

Conservation Officer5. 

 

As the hall was well used we felt that 

closure must be kept to a minimum.  After 

consulting the contractors about their 

availability, duration of work, etc., a 

provisional project plan was made for work 

to be completed within 6 weeks. 

 

The funding was approved in July 2012, work 

commenced in August and fortunately we 

only had to cancel one dance and the weekly 

carpet bowls sessions.  Volunteers began 

demolition work, great fun!  Partitions were 

removed in the entrance area then the 

electrician and plumbers were able to start.  

All the contractors (painters, electrician, 

joiners and heating engineers) worked well 

together, avoiding interrupting each other’s 

work ensuring the work proceeded relatively 

smoothly.  Obviously, for the duration of 

the project, it is important that the project 

manager is available or preferably, on site. 

 

 

 



The installation of a gas supply from the 

mains to the building should not be 

underestimated as it is complicated and can 

be time consuming.  The following had to be 

considered: 

 Maximum capacity of boilers, specified 

by heating engineer 

 Select a contractor to lay pipe from 

mains to building. 

 Size of meter, depended on capacity of 

supply 

 Meter housing type, e.g. semi-recessed 

 Siting of meter housing (listed building 

in conservation area) 

 Selected a gas supplier and signed 

contract 

 Installation of the meter, which could be 

done by gas supplier or contractor laying 

pipe.  This also included connecting 

meter to pipework in building. 

I chose the gas supplier to install the meter 

(cheaper option) but in hindsight this may 

not have been the best decision as the 

meter connection was only completed a few 

days before reopening. 

 

Any problems during the refurbishment 

were resolved either by revising the project 

plan or where additional costs were involved 

either delaying or cancelling non-essential 

items: 

 During the painting of the bell tower, 

potential disaster.  Unfortunately, the 

bell was found to be cracked and had to 

be removed.  In addition, a lot of the 

cladding was rotten and needed 

replacing, during which it was found 

necessary to have the whole structure 

inspected by a qualified surveyor and 

finally a specialist in wood preservation.  

All this came at additional unplanned 

cost and time and potential delays.  None 

of this could have been foreseen as it 

was only when the scaffolding was 

erected that we had access to the bell 

tower.  (One of my more unpleasant 

tasks was spending a couple of hours 

filling sacks with the twigs from old 

jackdaw nests.) 

(Refurbishment of the Bell Tower 
and replacing the bell is our next big 
project.)  

 Changing the planned location of the two 

boilers necessitated extra work at 

additional cost so that they could be 

conveniently housed in cupboards 

adjacent to the toilets. 

 The original plan involved removing the 

fixed stage and replacing it with a 

moveable one, this was not possible as 

there was no floor underneath. 

 When the partitions were removed from 

the entrance area, we discovered that 

the floor levels differed.  Extra expense 



was incurred to level the floor prior to 

laying the new flooring. 

 There were delays in getting approval 

for the external access as the plans had 

to be agreed by the Building Inspector 

and the Conservation Officer who also 

specified that local sandstone paving be 

used instead of cheaper imported option. 

 

With any building work, there will always be 

changes but funding will usually be finite, 

when costs overrun in one area, savings 

inevitably need to be made elsewhere and 

our project was no different.  All changes 

were agreed with the project sub-

committee.  Fortunately we acquired some 

additional funding to cover additional costs, 

although even this was not enough to enable 

the committee to complete all of the 

planned jobs, e.g. railings, notice board. 

Everyone agrees that the end results have 

justified all the hard work of the committee 

and I would like to thank the committee 

members for their support throughout this 

project. 

 

 

 

Notes 

1. Get quotes (not estimates) for the work 

and ask lots of questions once the 

requirements are known.  For example, 

we have two gas boilers, one for heating 

the main hall and the other providing all 

the hot water and heating to toilets, 

reading room and kitchen. 

2. Don’t underestimate the time it takes to 

obtain all the funding. 

3. Building control - fees dependent upon 

cost of work.  Approval required for 

disabled access (Building Regs, Part M) in 

toilets and externally, plumbing, etc. 

4. Planning application - no fee for listed 

buildings. 

5. Conservation Officer – mainly external 

issues such as design and materials to be 

used. 

6. Check with HMRC whether any VAT can 

be reclaimed for any of the work. 

 

Dave Pettifer  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

YOUR NNVHC 

COMMITTEE 
 

Mike Gowland (Chairman) – Thropton 

George Courtice (Secretary) – Middleton 

      & Todridge 

Ted Brown (Treasurer) – Kirknewton 

May Wilson – Breamish Hall, Powburn 

Liz Spence – Alnwick St James’s 

Jack Hasson – Hepple 

Richard Poppleton – Hedgeley 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



WHERE THERE’S A WILL THERE’S A WAY 

 

The Memorial Hall at Craster is 

126 years old, although its original purpose 

(and name) was as a men’s Reading Room.  It 

seems appropriate to mention, in this week 

of commemoration of Emily Davidson’s death 

at Epsom, that we’ve made some progress 

since then  – why,  it’s rumoured that even 

women have now learnt to read! 

 

The hall was originally a gift to the 

community from the Craster family and 

after the First World War it changed its 

name and use and remains to this day the 

village hall for Craster.  No doubt over the 

intervening years there will have been some 

changes and improvements to the hall and 

its facilities.  For example, recently new 

toilet facilities, including one for people 

with disabilities, have been added. 

 

But by the turn of the present millennium it 

was clear that some serious refurbishment 

was necessary.  There was a whole variety 

of issues, mostly connected with dreaded 

Health & Safety.  There was considerable 

discussion about whether it would be better 

to go for an extension to the building or to 

concentrate on major improvements to the 

existing facility.  The improvements 

argument won the day, but didn’t, of course, 

begin to address the sticky question of 

where the money would come from. 

 

So at this point in the story we have to look 

back to the 1960s when a lady called Alison 

Newbigin became the Hall Treasurer.  Alison 

was no ordinary treasurer and over the 

years saw her role as including caretaking, 

cleaning and dealing with almost every other 

type of task needed to keep the hall running 

smoothly.  Very often, of course, it is only 

the hard work of people like Alison than 

enables halls to keep going at all, and she 

must have had a good working arrangement 

with Doris Clarke, among others, who has 

served as the Secretary for 30 years. 

 

Alison put in no fewer than 41 years of 

service to the Memorial Hall and only had to 

give up when ill health forced her 

retirement in 2007. Now normally, when 

someone retires, even after half a lifetime’s 

service, you have a celebration of their 

contributions to the organization and then 

the retiree gradually fades into history.  In 

Alison’s case she had a final part to play in 

the Hall’s future because when she died in 

2011 she left the amazing sum of £76,000 

to help pay for the refurbishments.   

 

Alison was not alone in remembering the 

needs of her community in a will.  Another 

local resident, Harry Archbold, also left 

money in his will for Craster organizations 

and £5,000 of that was for the Hall.  

However, as many readers of this article will 

be involved in Hall Committee work, you will 

know that although a total of £81,000 in 

bequests sounds a lot, the cost of major 

refurbishments can be frightening.   

 

With help and advice from Community 

Action Northumberland, a further grant of 



£5,000 was achieved from the Community 

Foundation which largely paid for the new 

kitchen, with the money actually being 

provided by Northern Powergrid.  A sum of 

£3,000 was also added from County 

Councillor John Taylor’s community 

allowance money and that went towards the 

upgrading of the central heating system. 

 

It is clear that the actual process of 

refurbishment was carried out with great 

efficiency and to a high quality by the 

architect and the contractors and suppliers.  

In addition, as with so many major projects 

undertaken by our village halls, there was a 

heavy commitment by many members of the 

Committee and other local people, without 

whom it would have been hard to achieve 

such an effective result. 

 

The photo shows some local people, with 

Chairman Michael Gibbs standing shyly (?) 

on the far left!  It’s actually a whist drive, 

but I’ll bet some members of the committee 

are in the picture. 

 

The work was all completed in time for a 

grand reopening ceremony at the end of 

April.  So in conclusion, as this is the 

newsletter of our North Northumberland 

Village Halls Consortium, we should express 

our pleasure at the success of one of our 

member halls.   

 

When a hall decides it needs to embark on a 

major project there is a tendency to assume 

that the wheel needs to be reinvented.  In 

fact we have a range of halls in our area 

that have achieved successful outcomes of 

refurbishments and rebuilds and have built 

up much valuable experience of what to do 

and what not to do.  As a Consortium we 

should always want to be able to respond to 

requests for advice from our members by 

pointing them towards others who have gone 

through the daunting process and who would 

almost always be willing to give their advice. 

 

Of course one piece of advice would be to 

encourage hall committee members and 

others with the best interests of their hall 

in mind to consider altering their wills to 

include a bequest.  But perhaps that’s rather 

too indelicate to suggest, so you’ll have to 

pretend I didn’t say it! 
 

Richard Poppleton  with information from 

Michael Gibbs and Louise Currie 

 

 EDITOR’S APOLOGY 
This issue of NNVHC News is rather 

shorter and later than had been hoped.  

Unfortunately one promised article hit 

some major snags and had to be put on 

hold for a future issue. 
 

My grateful thanks are due to Newton-

on-the-Moor and to Craster for their 

articles and apologies to their authors 

that they have had to wait until now to 

see them in print. 

 


